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abstract

The thesis is an architectural design based on a rural site, with natural 
landscape architecture as the concept, and earth-covered architecture as 
the form. In the design process, typological research was used, and a specific 
functional requirement suitable for the site of this design was worked out, 
through reference, analysis, and comparison of related cases in Italy and 
abroad. 

The site is located on the edge of Salso Golf Club, about five kilometers 
southwest of Salsomaggiore Terme, Parma. This area is a hilly terrain, 
surrounded by mountains, close to a small lake, and the natural environmental 
conditions are excellent. According to the convenient location and other golf 
club cases, the new building function is determined to be a resort, including 
hotel area and villa area. In addition, we decided to keep the existing old farm 
on the site and transform it into a part of the new hotel. 

About the architectural form, in recent years, earth-sheltered buildings 
have been increasingly used in architectural design due to their remarkable 
ecological, energy-saving, and earthquake resistance. In terms of artistic 
effects, this kind of architectural form closely integrated with the soil often 
forms a unique landscape architecture adapted to the environment.

Considering the beautiful site environment and the undulating terrain, we 
learned the design methods of earth-sheltered buildings and the design 
concepts of landscape art. We hided the building under the soil, and used its 
rising roof to guide the flow of people to create a more transparent viewing 
effect, which ends with the beautiful scene of lake and golf course.

Key Word      Golf Club Resort, Earth-sheltered, Landscape Architecture 
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Riassunto

La tesi  è  un progetto architettonico basato su un sito rurale,  con 
l'architettura del paesaggio naturale come concetto e l'architettura 
ricoperta di terra come forma. Nel processo di progettazione è stata 
uti l izzata una r icerca t ipologica ed è stato elaborato un requisito 
f u n z i o n a l e  s p e c i f i c o  p e r  i l  s i t o  d i  q u e s t o  p r o g e t t o ,  a t t r a v e r s o  i l 
riferimento, l'analisi e il confronto di casi correlati in Italia e all'estero. 
 
Il sito si trova ai margini del Salso Golf Club, a circa cinque chilometri a sud-
ovest di Salsomaggiore Terme, Parma. Questa zona è un terreno collinare, 
circondato da montagne, vicino a un piccolo lago, e le condizioni ambientali 
naturali sono eccellenti. In base alla comoda posizione e ad altri casi di mazze 
da golf, la nuova funzione dell'edificio è determinata come resort, compresa 
l'area dell'hotel e l'area della villa. Inoltre, abbiamo deciso di mantenere la 
vecchia fattoria esistente sul sito e trasformarla in una parte del nuovo hotel. 
 
Per quanto riguarda la forma architettonica, negli ultimi anni, gli edifici protetti 
da terra sono stati sempre più utilizzati nella progettazione architettonica per la 
loro notevole resistenza ecologica, a risparmio energetico e sismica. In termini 
di effetti artistici, questo tipo di forma architettonica strettamente integrata con 
il suolo spesso forma un'architettura paesaggistica unica adattata all'ambiente. 
 
Considerando il bellissimo ambiente del sito e il terreno ondulato, abbiamo 
appreso i metodi di progettazione degli edifici protetti dalla terra e i concetti 
di progettazione dell'arte del paesaggio. Abbiamo nascosto l'edificio sotto 
il terreno e abbiamo utilizzato il suo tetto rialzato per guidare il flusso delle 
persone per creare un effetto visivo più trasparente, che termina con la 
bellissima scena del lago e del campo da golf.

Parola Chiave      Golf Club Resort, Al riparo dalla terra, Architettura del 
                                       paesaggio 
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chapter 1 - preliminary research

1.1 background

The site is located on the edge of Salso Golf Club, about five kilometers 
southwest of Salsomaggiore Terme, Parma. Based on the consumption power 
of the people it serves, transportation by plane or self-driving can be used. 
Therefore, the scope of services in this area can include many large cities in 
northern and central Italy, such as Milan, Turin, Genoa, Trento, Venice, Bologna, 
Florence, etc. Meanwhile,  For nearby residents or tourists, the site is adjacent 
to a cycling sightseeing route, which means that after the building is completed, 
it can become a new attraction on the route.

At the same time, the nearest city to the golf club, Salsomaggiore terme, is 
known for its rich geothermal resources and has many excellent thermal spas 
there. Therefore, the newly built resort can also continue this feature of the 
local spa. 

Figure1. Surrounding Cities & Airports

50KM
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In addition, according to Relazione illustrativa del quadro conoscitivo (Var 2015 
- Del. C.C. n.10 del 14/04/2016), the site belongs to Development of Integrated 
Activities Area, surrounded by Agricultural Development Area, which means it 
is appropriate to build a new resort here.

Figure2. Location (Salsogolf Club - Salsomaggiore Terme)

Figure3. Lond Use Zone
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Figure4. The farm is on the left                                                       Figure5. Hilly landscape

This area is a hilly terrain, surrounded by mountains, close to a small lake, and 
the natural environmental conditions are excellent. 

When further analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of the site itself, it 
can be seen that there is a section of undulating slope from the road to the lake 
in the center of the site. The original farmhouse is located at a high point on the 
site, which is easy to overlook the lake landscape and distant mountains and 
hills, and its outer walls are basically intact, so it can be renovated and restored 
as part of the new building. The fast-rising area on the north side also has a 
good viewing effect. 

However, there are two main disadvantages of the venue. First, the abandoned 
houses on the opposite side of the highway affect the landscape effect. 
Secondly, the terrain on the northwest side of the original farm fell sharply, and 
the conditions for viewing were not available.

Therefore, the main viewing function can be arranged on the existing farmhouse 
side and the north side of the site, and the lower part in the middle part may be 
developed into an outdoor trail leading to the lake. In addition, trees can also 
be planted on the edge of the site to block the abandoned houses across the 
street. 

1.2 site analysis
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In order to further refine and clarify the design task requirements, we conducted 
case studies of golf clubs and their supporting hotels and resort functions. 
A total of twenty cases were selected, ten worldwide cases, ten in Italy. The 
selected cases are the top 100 worldwide cases and the Italian case. All 
samples include clubs and residential functional areas. And we have also 
distinguished golf courses of different scales and the scale of supporting 
services adapted to this scale.

 

1.3 golf club study

Figure6. Preliminary Judgment
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Name
Number

 of
Holes

Distance Floor
Level
(Golf
Club)

facility
(golf
 club)

room restaurant

city airport
t r a i n 
station

floor
level

(Hotel)

Standard 
rooms

Row 
villa

single
villa

Semi
-detached

house

total
nunber

facility level cuisine seat

Cape Kidnappers 
Golf Course, New 

Zealand
18 30.1 km to 

Napier 30.5km 22km 1 Restuarant, shop, 
changing rooms 2 0 0 1(4rooms)

+22  suites 0 28 rooms for 
56 people

spa, gym, 
swimming pool Medium fresh and 

seasonal
no

 data

Trump 
Turnberry, 
Scotland

18+18+9 27.0km to Ayr 32.5km 27.4km 2 shops, changing rooms 3 186+5suits 1 13 4 192 guest 
rooms

restaurants, bar, 
swimming pool, spa, 
fitness, Exhibition/
convention floor

high
traditional 

fine dining in 
Scotland

500

Cape Wickham 
Links, Australia 18 200km to 

Melbourne 44.6km none 1 shops, changing rooms 1 0 3 0 0 16 rooms for 
16-48 people private decking medium local 

produce
no

data

 PGA Catalunya 
Resort, Spain 18+18

20km to 
Girona,  

87.7km to 
Barcelona

103km 89.6km 1-2

members lounge, shops, 
meeting room, café, 

changing rooms, bar, 
wellness center(spa), 

2-4 145+50 13(3-4 
rooms) 26(4rooms) 28

(4-5 rooms) 619 rooms
3 swimming pool(not 
include small ones), 
restaurant, spa, bar

high
European 

Cuisine, local 
artisan

no data

Feldon Valley 
Golf Club, 
England

18 73.1km to 
Bermingham 59.7km 51.0km 2

Restuarant, bar, shops,  
changing rooms,  

Fitness Suite
1-2 13 4 0 0 25 rooms no special Medium classic no data

Pebble Beach 
Golf Links 18 41.6km to 

Monterey 47.7km 36.48km 1

Restuarant, cafe, 
shops, Gym, sauna 

rooms,meeting 
rooms,spa

villa 1-2
standard 
rooms 3

199 65 24 0 288 rooms Gas fireplace, deep dip 
tub, piano, spa, kitchen High Italy, Spain, 

Hawaii cusine no data

Cabot Links 18 153km to 
Sydney 88.3km 67km 2

Restuarant, bar, shops,  
changing  

rooms,meeting 
rooms,spa

villa 1, 
standard 
rooms 2

72 32 20 0 124 rooms kitchen, washer, dryer, 
coffee machine Medium

Canada local 
seafood, 

wine,malt 
whisky

40

The K club 18 35km to 
Dublin 24km 29.3km 2

SPA, yoga room,fishing, 
riding horses,garden, 

exhibition 
room,cellar,children 

center

1-2 90 0 21 0 111 rooms

kitchen, washer, 
dryer, coffee machine, 
fireplace, sauna room, 

fitness room

High

Irish cuisine, 
Thai cusine, 

British 
teatime

87

Monte Rei North 
at Monte Rei Golf 
& Country Club, 

Portugal

18 45.1km to 
Faro 57.4km 5.1km 3

changing rooms, health 
club,shops,restuarant,

bar,meeting  
rooms,fitness,4 

pools,spa

villa 2-3, 
standard 
rooms 2

64 12 11 44 131 
apartments

living room, Modern 
kitchen includes 

large storage 
cabinets, microwave 
and electric kettle.

High

international 
cuisine, 

premium 
Portuguese 

wines

98

Handara Golf & 
Resort Bali 18

54.2km 
to Kota 

Denpasar
66.3km 224km 2

SPA, children 
center,tennis 

court,shop,karaoke

villa 1, 
standard 
rooms 2

45 20 12 0 77 
apartments

sauna room, yoga 
room,kitchen, 
washer,dayer

Medium
Japan and 
Indonesia 

cusine

no
data

Table1. Golf Club Cases Study - Worldwide

Table2. Golf Club Cases Study - Italy

Name
Number

 of
Holes

Distance Floor
Level
(Golf
Club)

facility
(golf
 club)

room restaurant

city airport
t r a i n 
station

floor
level

(Hotel)

Standard 
rooms

Row 
villa

single
villa

Semi
-detached

house

total
nunber

facility level cuisine seat

Marco Simone
Golf & Country

 Club
18

22.2km 
to Roma

47.6km 27.2km 1-2.5
Restuarant, 
cafe, shops

2 no data 15 0 0 48 suits
restaurant, Gym, sauna 

rooms, 1 pool
Medium classic

no
 data

Lageplan
 Pelagone Golf

18
39km to 

Grosseto
40.1km 69.6km 2 shops, changing rooms 1-2 no data 11

10 Casolari
(3 rooms 

each)
24

123 
apartments

+30rooms

Restuarant, bar, 
4 swimming pools, 

Ayurveda Wellness 
Centre

medium
 Italy, 

Mediterr
-anean flair

no
data

Le Robinie Golf 
Club & Resort

18
10km

to Milan
16.9km 36.9km 3

changing rooms, indoor 
pools, health club, 

shops,restuarant, bar, 
6 meeting rooms with  3 
dinning rooms, fitness,2 

pools

3 70 0 0 0
70 

apartments

Fitness facilities, 
sauna and 
solarium

medium italy 45

Della 
montecchia 

Golf Club
27

55.6km to
 Venezia

60km 44.8km 3

offices, shops, changing 
rooms, restaurants,  
exhibitions, 2 pools, 

bars

3 no data 20 0 0 20 villas
Sauna rooms, children 

activity center, gym
high traditional no data

Asolo Golf Club 27
64.3km to 

Padova
70.6km 39.8km 3

Restuarant, cafe, shops, 
spa, 1pool, changing 

rooms, meeting rooms

no
data

no data 15 10 0 25 villas

Bar, common room, 
garden, children
 playground, gym

tennis court

medium italy no data

Castelconturbia
Golf Club

27
66.9km to 

Venezia
55.7km 31.5km 2

Restuarant, cafe, shops, 
1pool, changing rooms, 

meeting rooms,

no
data

19 62 8 0
89

apartments

Fitness facilities, 
sauna and
 solarium

high italy no data

MIRA Acaya Golf 
Resort & SPA

18
15.6km to 

Lecce
69.1km 17.1km 1-2

Restuarant, shops,  
changing rooms

3 97 0 0 0
97 rooms and 

suites

1200m2 spa, 
restaurant, 2 swimming 

pool, a conference 
centre

high traditional no data

Mirabella Golf 
Club

9
74.1km to 
Caserta

84.6km 88.9km 2 spa, a pool 2 12 0 0 0 12 rooms no data no data no data no data
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After that, the design requirements for this design was determined based on 
cases study above.

Salsogolf
Club

resort

reception
80m2

restaurant

other
area

guest room
number:20

40m2

kitchen:
5m2

terrace:
50m2

bathroom:
20m2

bedroom:
35m2

living room:
80m2

spa center

entertainment
area

bedroom:
15m2+40m2

bathroom:
20m2

kitchen:
5m2

observation deck:
105m2

living room: 
45m2

buffet: 
25 seats   115m2

restaurant: 
70 seats   200m2

cigar room: 
25 seats   150m2

kitchen: 
60m2

High level

reception: 
40m2

spa: 
850m2

changing &
bathroom:

200m2

hammam &
sauna:130m2

fitness room: 
360m2

playing room: 
140m2

 equipment &
storage: 650m2

meeting room: 
140m2

conference: 
165m2

swimming pool: 
400m2

golf shop: 
200m2

underground
parking: 70

bathroom:
12m2

terrace:
8m2

bedroom:
20m2

suite
number:16

190m2

villa
number:7

230m2

Graph1. Requirements for Salsogolf Club Resort

1.4 earth - sheltered architecture

Accorfing to the book Urban Environment Architecture Research Series: 
Earth-Sheltered Architecture, the Earth-Sheltered Architecture, not only refers 
to soil covered buildings or underground architectures, but the architecture 
linked closely with soil, wood, and nature, which has become an emerging 
comprehensive discipline in architecture field. The earth-sheltered building 
is a kind of ecological building, and it is also a special kind of contemporary 
architectural form. It is the product of the building after the rectification of the 
site form.
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1.5 landscape architecture

Landscape architecture, that is, after responding to, intervening, reshaping 
and integrating the shape of the earth, it shows the characteristics of a 
horizontally stretched earth landscape, and finally achieves an architectural 
form that is homogenous between the architecture and the earth shape. 
 
Broadly speaking, the landscape architecture is not only a combination with the 
site, but also emphasizes the fit with the local culture and human relations. It 
not only breaks the boundaries of architectural design, landscape design, and 
sculpture design, but also pursues a new approach for the balance between 

With many different forms, Earth-Sheltered Architecture can be mainly 
divided  into three main categories, including sunken, leaning on the cliff, and 
freestanding. The sunken type refers that the whole or most of spaces of the 
building are underground. In order to achieve better lighting and ventilation 
conditions, this type of earth-sheltered architectures usually dig some wells, 
forming atria or patio courtyards. The cliff type means a building was set on a 
slope, and its roof and walls are covered with soil, which is the most energy-
saving earth-sheltered architecture form in cold places. The freestanding type  
is also called the earth dam type, which is completely located above the ground. 
Compared to the other two types, this kind of building has better waterproofing 
capability and lower cost for construction.       
  
In terms of energy saving, the advantages of earth-covered buildings are more 
significant. Firstly, the soil covered by the building's surface can provide good 
thermal insulation. During the day, about 50% of the solar heat is absorbed 
by the ground, and the earth-sheltered building utilizes the characteristics of 
the soil's large specific heat capacity to create a comfortable environment 
that is warmer in winter as well as cooler in summer. Secondly, compared with 
traditional buildings, the air humidity in earth-covered buildings can reach 50-
70%. In addition to avoiding the problem of room drying in winter, it also has 
higher fire resistance. Furthermore, due to the protection of the soil, the earth-
sheltered buildings also have the advantages of good wind resistance, sound 
insulation, and earthquake resistance. Finally, the application of planted roof 
makes the advantages of earth-sheltered buildings in terms of ecology and 
landscape even more unparalleled.
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 architecture and humanity and region, ecology and technology.

From the development process, the landscape architecture has generally 
gone through three periods. The earth-covered building is integrated 
with the natural form, and it is one of the earliest landscape buildings in 
human civilization. Cave dwellings, nesting dwellings, cliff dwellings or 
dwellings on platforms, megalithic cultures around the world, Egyptian 
and Mayan pyramids, cave dwellings on the Loess Plateau in China, etc., 
are all natural forms of artificial landscapes formed in the early days. 
 
The carpet building is an architectural prototype developed by the CIAM ten-
member team in the middle of the 20th century. It is a revision of the early 
modernism's attitude of neglecting relations and daily life and emphasizing 
independent objects. Horizontal extension and texture are the characteristics 
of carpet architecture. The thinking and operating strategies of early carpet-
style buildings were based on structuralism and tended to be essentialism. 
But in modern times, starting from Eisenmann's Rebstock Park residential 
area, the phenomenon of horizontal architecture has become increasingly 
prosperous. At this time, it is very different from the early structuralism, showing 
the natural form and continuous ups and downs of landscape architecture. 
The carpet-like architecture gradually integrates into the contemporary 
context through continuous self-criticism, changing the form of the city 
with an open field and accommodating the rich and changing social life. 
 
In the 1960s, the Cold War and ecological crisis made people rethink their own 
destiny and the destiny of the earth, and land art appeared. It essentially splits 
from minimalism. In the 1990s, under the influence of information technology, 
artists have shifted from showing the greatness and power of the landscape 
to focus on history and living conditions, and the places of creation have also 
changed from natural environments to urban environments. Land art is the 
source of the development of landscape architecture and provides a possibility 
of artificial nature.

When it comes to the characteristics of landscape architecture, landscape 
architecture is often not presented on the large foundation as a heterogeneous 
entity, and the boundary is diversified in the process of dissolving or blurring. 
Most of the landscape buildings meet the characteristics of "horizontal 
extension", "macro structure" and "manifold", and are urban-scale buildings. 
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Landscape architecture is often integrated with the landscape, completing the 
natural connection with the urban texture, and activating the surrounding area 
as a miniature landscaped urban unit.

2.1 concept design

In our design concept, inspired by the idea of earth-sheltered architecture 
and landscape architecture, we hope that the building can be hidden in the 
landscape environment to minimize the landform while improving its landscape 
environmental conditions. The site is a gentle slope, with a calm lake near and 
hills in the distance. The hillside is green and the environment is beautiful. In 
the design process, we hope to maintain the original green landscape effect of 
the site, so the greening of the slope is upgraded to the roof of the new building, 
and it is used to guide the flow of people. Going to the highest point of the roof, 
guests can admire the tranquil lake and the hills and mountains in the distance 
in a better position.

chapter 2 - design process

Figure7. Concept Diagram
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2.2 scheme generation

Our design process is roughly divided into six stages. 
1. A pathway leading to the lake is designed because we hope that the guests 
can appreciate the lake and distant mountain landscape in the site as soon as 
they enter the site. 
2.The main entrance of the new hotel is from the original farmhouse because 
the farmhouse is the highest building in the whole resort, which is the most 
obvious part. The landscape path of the site separates the two building volumes. 
Another path leads to the single villas area. 
3.The land on the side close to the lake is raised as the roof of the new 
buildings, so that the buildings can be hidden and guests can enjoy the natural 
environment not just from the guest rooms but also platforms on the roof. 
4.In order to give guests here best sunlight and lanscape view, standard rooms, 
suites and single villas are set along the lake, facing south or west direction. 
5. A slope is designed in the middle of the two parts of hotel to renovate the 
original undulating terrain for pedestrians to pass, combine the two parts 
together in underground floor. As a result, it makes the circulation more fluent, 
and meanwhile shapes a valley.
6. To give better lighting, holes are made on the roofs, shaping patios inside the 
building. What's more, small sinking parts on the roof of villas is made to give 
people space to enjoy the view of the course.

Figure8. Scheme Generation Diagram
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2.3 strategy

The internal circulation of the building starts from the existing farmhouse. The 
main entrance of the building is in the middle of the façade along the street of 
the existing farm, and then to the north to enter the hotel. Continue to move 
forward.In the west is the guest room area facing the lake, to the east is the 
conference room for holding ceremonies and meetings, and the open area is 
used as a rest area and golf shop. Pass through the outdoor corridor between 
the two blocks of the two hotels to enter the second block. On the west side of 
the lake area is a setback suite. This is to give each household more balcony 
space and better adapt to the terrain. The two blocks are connected in the 
underground layer, and the plane flow lines are basically close to the same 
layer. Two traffic cores are distributed inside the two blocks. The volume on the 
left has a traffic core in the transformed farm.

In the outdoor circulation part, the main landscape route starts from the lower 
part of the central part, which separates the two building volumes. After leading 
to the lake, there is a path around the lake for close viewing. In addition, there 

Main Circulation

To Villas

Viewing Path

2f

1f

0f

-1f

-2f

Figure9. Circulation
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cigar room

Villa

suite

storage

spa center

equipment room

Light Well

Vertical Transport

Green Area

restaurant

buffet

guest room

conference room

fitness center

Golf shop

playing room

meeting room

parking lot

2f

1f

0f

-1f

-2f

Figure10. Function

are roads leading to the lake on the north and south sides. There are two 
underground garage entrances and exits on the north and south sides of the 
site. On the north side, there is a curved path leading to the villa area along the 
lake. There are sidewalks along the outer edge of the building.

Functionally speaking, the north is a scattered villa area, the middle is a 
hotel and main public functions, and the existing farmhouse in the south are 
transformed into a restaurant function area. The ground floor of the farmhouse 
is a buffet area, the first floor is a restaurant, with toilet and kitchen, and the 
second floor is a cigar room. The function of ground floor of the volume in the 
south part of the hotel are the guest rooms and conference room, the open area 
is the golf shop, while the function of undergrund floor are the guest rooms and 
fitness center, as well as a playing room and meeting room. The ground floor of 
the volume in the north of the hotel is suites, and the underground floor is the spa 
center, including hot spring and warm spring, shower, sauna, turkish hammam. 
There are patios on each floor of the hotel to improve lighting and ventilation. 

The roof garden is equipped with outdoor seating and flower ponds, where 
guests can relax and enjoy the scenery.
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